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It was inevitable that a movement which has struggled to agree on a manifesto, would in
the end, do the bidding of the very elite globalist powers that they are demonstrating
against to begin with.

Instead of achieving freedom from Central Bank debt enslavement, naive Occupiers appear
to have taken the bait, pulling the mob towards endorsing a global taxation system, and one
to be administered…by a brand new global government body.

As the  Occupy Movement  sets  its  sights  on  the  upcoming G20 Summit  in  France  on
November  3-4,  its  globalist  handlers  behind  the  scenes  have  succeeded  in  carefully
directing its  crowds towards  the Holy  Grail  of  all  socialist  super-states  –  the celebrity
supported, trendy “Robin Hood Tax”, also known as a Tobin Tax, a financial transaction tax
levied on all transactions involving shares, bonds and derivatives. Or so the plan goes…

The resulting funds, they claim, counted in the hundreds of billions of dollars per year, would
go toward popular Bono-led liberal heart-string fantasy causes like ‘reducing poverty in the
third  world’,  social  programs and surprise,  surprise… “combating climate change” and
perhaps even saving polar bears – a move that would surely please desperate men like Al
Gore (but a complete waste of money seeing that man-made global warming has already
been thoroughly discredited).

ROBIN HOOD TAX: Utopian idea, taxing rich and taxing carbon – will not work.

The rallying cry for this globalist wet dream is coming directly from the supposed brain-child
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of  the  Occupy  Movement,  the  globalist-backed  and  Soros  foundation-funded
organization,  Ad Busters,  quietly shepherding its  flock towards one of  the biggest revenue
spinning and control scams ever conceived.

Reuters reported Monday:

“Canada-based Adbusters wants the Occupy Wall  Street protest movement
against economic inequality to take to the streets to call for a 1 percent tax on
such deals ahead of a November 3-4 summit of the Group of 20 (G20) leading
economies in France.

“Let’s send them a clear message: We want you to slow down some of that
$1.3 trillion easy money that’s sloshing around the global casino each day —
enough cash to fund every social program and environmental initiative in the
world,” the activist group said on its website, www.adbusters.org.

Adbusters put out the initial call for Occupy Wall Street and since protesters
set  up  camp in  a  park  in  New York  City’s  financial  district  on  September  17,
they have inspired solidarity demonstrations and so-called occupations around
the world.”

One might feel  some compassion for Occupiers,  keen to grab all  of  that “easy money
sloshing around”… if only utopia was that easy.

In many ways, the Robin Hood Tax is an identical transaction-tax scam to the one proposed
by globalists at the 2009 UN COP15 Climate Summit in Copenhagen, where a number of
new taxes on financial transactions and new carbon taxes would be put into a giant “slush
fund” to be handled by none other than the World Bank.

Ultimately, any Robin Hood Tax will most likely end up in a giant fund to “ensure that banks
are adequately capitalized”, and one which will be used to bailout, or insure big bank losses
and trillions in gambling derivative bets gone bad.

In reality, a Robin Hood Tax does just the opposite of what its name represents. Rather than
stealing from the rich and giving to the poor, it is designed to steal more money through
taxation from working people- money which will end up directly in the hands of institutions
like the US Federal Reserve and its cartel of Wall Street banks.

In addition, such a power to levy tax will bring with it new taxes bolted on later, blanket
financial taxes will eventually end up on the end of things like cash withdrawls and money
transfers. Sadly, this is how governments behave.

OWS losing the plot

It’s  very  easy for  the throngs of  young protesters  to  fall  into  an obvious socialist,  or
collectivist  trap,  as  many naive  young Americans  are  unable,  or  unwilling,  to  liberate
themselves from the Hegelian dialectic which tells them that the government must raise
taxes and spending in order  to achieve any social progress.

It’s obvious that the number one and two problems in America are a lack of jobs and
creeping inflation, a duel plague which is fueling a dropping standard of living in the US and
Europe- and ultimately dissent globally. Occupiers are not asking why their government
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allowed  US  corporations  to  ship  millions  of  American  jobs  off  shore,  and  why  it  never
bothered to offer incentives to foreign corporations to relocate in the US. Likewise Occupiers
have  not  identified  that  their  own Federal  Reserve  is  robbing  them every  day  by  creating
artificial scarcity, driving the kind of boom and bust cycles which ultimately rob Americans
of their life saving and assets.

Rather than demand an additional  new monster  system of  taxation,  Occupiers should first
be  asking  if  any  government  can  be  trusted  to  spend  their  tax  revenue  responsibly.
Certainly today it  seems that pork rules in Washington and Obama’s Administration is
presiding over the biggest budget deficit in the history of the US. This should be cause for
alarm, yet, it’s hardly mentioned by the Occupy crowd.

Incredibly, the Occupy Movement are not asking the government to cut spending- and
become fiscally responsible.

They might also consider asking their beloved government in Washington – and elsewhere
around the globe too, where all their tax revenue actually goes right now. If they understood
that at present, their Federal Income Tax(in some cases, collected at gunpoint by the IRS)
goes directly to paying off the debt which their government owes on each and every dollar
printed by the privately owned Federal Reserve Bank.

Any market tax would have to go global in order to keep industry within participating
nations. Occupiers would surely be wary of allowing a Federal or global government to erect
a new massive taxation system, no? Apparently, one of the great features of the Occupy
Movement in America is their overwhelming loyalty and trust in the Obama administration. If
it were a Republican administration in power, then it is certain that demonstrations would
take a much more anti-government tone.

The OWS has, to their credit, urged protesters to close their bank accounts and transfer
their money to credit unions with a bank transfer day on November 5th, certainly a step in a
positive direction. But is it enough?

Real Solution: Disengage with the financial system

It’s an age-old saying, “If you’re not happy, then get out”. OWS protesters should be talking
about taking steps to completely disengage from the system that enslaves them- this might
include removing their hard-earned liquidity from the system by canceling all credit cards,
not taking out student loans, or pointless car and electronic loans.

Another obvious trap of the Robin Hood Tax is that it could(and will) be used target all
transactions – including pension funds. Occupiers might instead consider not paying in their
pensions and 401K’s into stock market-indexed retirement funds. For older protesters, it
might  be  a  case  of  shifting  their  IRAs  into  gold  and  silver-backed  retirement  funds,
disallowing the speculators and gamblers on Wall Street to decimate their life savings any
further.

Has their been any call for a mass protest against the IRS, who continue to defy the US
Constitution by robbing each and every working American of their labor and property in
order to service their national debt to the Federal Reserve cartel? Certainly this would rock
the establishment overnight. The Occupy Movement would have struck the most serious-
and  the  most  obvious  blow  imaginable,  one  which  would  finally  call  into  question  the
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legitimacy  of  the  unconstitutional  Federal  income  tax.

Or even better, Occupiers might consider taking the total expenditure of the US military
domestically and overseas , and divide by the number of working Americans, giving them an
individual  figure  of  money  which  each  protester  will  refuse  to  hand  over  to  the  Federal
government in taxation- a peace protest combined with an intelligent liberty move by free
men and women.

Sadly, none of these kind of truly revolutionary ideas have come out of the Liberty Square
protests. Instead, all  they could manage in the end, is to latch on to one of the most
misleading and tyrannical establishment schemes, The Robin Hood Tax – where the 99%
end up giving the 1% even more of their hard-earned cash. It addresses the symptom of the
financial  collapse,  not  the  problem,  leaving  all  the  old  players  still  in  play  to  create  more
bubbles and make fortunes by crashing new markets.

Ironic, but this is the current direction which the angry, but naive OWS mob is being led.

If any of the 99% truly believe that the top-tier banks would happily give away billions per
year to the new Robin Hood Taxman, then think again.

As history shows, their new tax will likely be imposed more stringently on small to medium
size institutions  and fund managers  in  an effort  to  drive out  any competition to  the mega
banks- who already enjoy cuts to corporate income tax, and in some cases, pay no tax at all.
Big banks are safe, but smaller competition will surely be hit hard by a Robin Hood Tax–
ensuring the current hierarchy stays exactly as it is. This has always been the way when
blanket government regulations and punitive taxes come into play.

In typically disingenuous fashion, when a mob has no clear objective it normally plays follow
the leader. In this case, the leader is foundation-funded Ad Busters, who have supplied the
directionless, brainless OWS movement with the very master plan to its own demise.

There, the Supreme General Assembly has taken the bait.

Here, here, Robin of the Hood.
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